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FOREWORD

This document is facilitated by a Minor Field Study 
Scholarship that I received from Sida. The study is a di-
ploma work on 30 ECTS credits made by me, Ms Lina 
Gregersdotter, a student of the Masters Program in 
Spatial Planning at the Blekinge Institute of Technolo-
gy, Karlskrona, Sweden. The scholarship that I received 
from Sida made possible my trip to Indonesia in order 
to carry out my project “Planning for Sustainable Settle-
ments along the river Bengawan Solo, Java Island, Indo-
nesia”. My field study in Indonesia was made between 
august and october 2008. During my stay I studied dif-
ferent areas in the country to get to know the culture 
and the country of Indonesia regarding Indonesian Spa-
tial Planning and flood disasters, in order to help me 
design flood adaptive houses in the two villages Mlat-
en in Kalitidu district and Semambung in Kanor district

Linköping, Sweden January 2009
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ABSTRACT
The floods in Indonesia are a big annual problem for 
the poorest areas along rivers especially in East Java 
along the Bengawan Solo. The impact is not only on 
their houses, but their lands, their plantation fields, 
their animals and also the infrastructure within the vil-
lages. This means that every year they have to rebuild, 
renovate and replant all that has been destroyed due 
to the floods, leading to big financial losses. 

Since there is corruption in Indonesia in the field of 
disaster mitigation, there are funds to renovate and 
take care about the flood victims but it is difficult to 
place the money into the pockets of the people who 
need it. By using local materials the villagers can re-
build and renovate by themselves without having to 
use the slow and corrupt bureaucracy.  

I have chosen to study some areas in East Java that 
have annually problems with flooding along the Ben-
gawan Solo river, both in the cities as well as in the 
villages, where the conditions are poor and the ef-
fects are bigger for the poor inhabitants to get a bet-
ter understanding for the impacts of the floods. 

This analysis together with walk Through Evalua-
tions and interviews made with both the heads of 
the two villages I have studied and the inhabitants in 
the villages have lead to a plan proposal for sustain-
able dwellings to be better adapted to the floods. My 
thesis results in two different proposals for both vil-
lages, that will create a village that can survive all year 
round with less problems from the impact of the river 
Bengawan Solo 
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Floods are not only a LDC problem, it happens everywhere in the world but 
the LDCs suffer the most. Spatial Planning is a good tool to prevent disasters. 
Photo made by hartatik at the Department of human Settlements, ITS
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PROBLEM
There are floods everywhere in Indonesia and the flood 
disasters are getting worse for every year. Spatial plan-
ning has an important role in order to provide disaster 
management, to prevent future disasters and to rem-
edy those which have already happened. These three 
aspects are important for the future of our society and 
the future of disasters that will happen. 

one of the problems with the floods is that they have 
a greater impact on poor communities. Due to a lack 
of education the impact are more severe, the losses 
bigger and the rebuilding phase more difficult. The 
government is not using their power to educate and to 
help and support the people to survive. 

The government need to use not only package deals 
with support from other countries but also use local 
knowledge and local materials, to keep down transpor-
tation, cost and to shorten the time for disaster areas. 
Indonesia is one of the worst impact countries for di-
sasters in the world. 
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AIM

The purpose with this Minor Field Study is to make a 
proposal for two villages: Mlaten in the Kalitidu 
district, and Semambung in the Kanor district in the 
regency of Bojonegoro. The challenges with this proj-
ect will be to adapt the poor households and their 
dwellings to be sustainable and lasting, and to be able 
to handle the flood disaster that hit the villages every 
year by using the local material provided in the sur-
rounding area of their villages. 

The meaning of Sustainable in this thesis is that the 
house construction should be durable and lasting, to 
be able to stand the floods. The houses and the other 
construction materials can be locally, biologically, so-
cially and financially sustainable as well.

Keywords

flooding, housing, planning, disaster management, 
poverty, Indonesia



METHOD & MATERIAL 
 
The study is based on both primary and secondary 
data, through literature review and the field work done 
in Indonesia. The field study took place in two villages, 
Mlaten and Semambung, that are both located along 
the river Bengawan Solo on Java Island, during a three 
months stay in august to october 2008. 

During the field work interviews, observations, analy-
ses, studies and written sources were analyzed and 
concluded together. 

The villages were chosen for several reasons. The phys-
ical morphology of the river is one, as both of the vil-
lages are located close to the Bengawan Solo river. This 
river runs around both villages, encircling them. The 
villages are not protected for future floods, and few 
or very little changes have been done to adapt the vil-
lages to cope with future floods. 

The villages are two different types of villages and they 
are both being hit by floods. Mlaten is hit every year 
while Semambung is hit every fifth year. These two dif-
ferent villages show problems that will occur in a flood 
disaster area and both of the villages can illustrate the 
risks and how the problems can be solved. 

The two villages can be used as models for other vil-
lages having the same problems in Indonesia, after 
research and proposal have been made for these two 
villages in flood prone areas. 
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wrITTEn MaTErIaL 

The written material consists of both literature for di-
sasters with a focus on architecture and spatial plan-
ning together with literature written by anthropolo-
gists. The material is international with a focus on 
Indonesian and Swedish literature. 

PoSSIBLE BIaS

The problem with doing a thesis in a foreign country is 
always the language and the culture. This will make the 
confusions bigger and more severe; this means that I 
know that sometimes I had miscalculated situations 
and events, so the conclusions can be misunderstood. 
This is of course a possible bias while making a Field 
Study abroad, this is of course even possible in your 
own country, but I think it is easier to misunderstand 
and misinterpret in a foreign country. 
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METhoD

Methods being used in this master thesis are theoreti-
cal analysis, to get an understanding for the theories 
for floods in the world and in Indonesia with a focus on 
climate change. Most of the analysis for the theoreti-
cal part was conducted in Sweden with international 
literature. The analysis being done in the villages was 
conducted as observation analysis and walk Through 
Evaluation together with the residents and the head 

of the villages. The analysis has been made as Empiri-
cal studies, discussions has been made with theories, 
where data have been collected, statistics and informa-
tion needed for the research. This table show how the 
research has been conducted and the different meth-
ods being used during the whole process. The table is a 
guidance to show how the whole field study work has 
been processed.



Interviews have been done as Qualitative interviews 
(vestbro et al 2005). Performing interviews does not 
mean that people will answer truthfully if they answer 
at all. another problem is the language and cultural as-
pects. It can be difficult to translate some words from 
Bahasa Indonesia to English in a proper way as one 
word may have several possible meanings. Because of 
this the answers can be difficult to analyze. 

Since the country of Indonesia has known problems 
with corruption, it is difficult to get the proper data 
and statistics from some governments and municipali-
ties if you don´t pay. I got my information and statistics 
from the heads of the villages and the villagers them-
selves without having to pay. To get the proper data, 
confidence needed to be gained from the residents.

observations and analysis were made as walk Through 
Evaluations (vestbro et al, 2005) where the inhabitants 
showed me the problems or how their daily life was. 
other observations I did were using drawings, photo-
graphs and sketches and the Participant observations 
(vestbro et al, 2005) where I visited the two villages to 
get to know the inhabitants daily life. 

The information received from the university ITS, the 
heads of the villages, and the village residents togeth-
er with my own observations is necessary to make this 
research and to make conclusions for the proposal. 
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This master thesis is a report in Spatial Planning, there-
fore I have not discussed financial, political science or 
engineering issues. I have done my research in the field 
of Spatial Planning, the focus is on the Spatial Planning, 
just to clarify for the reader that I have completed a 
research about Spatial Planning and some issues I have 
chosen not to discuss in this master thesis.
 

InTErvIEwS & oBSErvaTIonS DELIMITATION
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SHORT FACTS ABOUT INDONESIA
official name: The republic of Indonesia
Capital: Jakarta
area: 1 919 440 km² divided into 18 100 islands, the eight 
main islands are Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, 
Sulawesi, Maluku, nusa Tenggara, Bali and Papua, 
divided into 27 provinces. 
Population: Circa 225 million (2008) with 330 different 
ethnic groups 
annul population growth: 1, 41 % (2006) 
Language: Bahasa Indonesia and over 700 local 
languages and dialects
religion: the majority religion is Islam (85%) followed by 
hinduism (8%) and Christianity (7%)
Government: republic

Currency: Indonesian rupia IDr (10 000 Indonesian 
rupia IDr ≈7 SEK)
Important industry: oil, gas, mining (gold, silver, copper)
annual growth: 5, 5% (2006)
Important exports: oil, gas, textile, electronics and 
furniture
Swedish import from Indoneisa:
1, 5 millions SEK, (2006) mainly raw materials and 
furniture

(Swedish Ministry of Foreign affairs, 2007)

Compared to Sweden:
4, 3 times larger
25 times more inhabitants
5 times higher density

Surabaya
Bojonegoro

The small red spot Bojonegoro, shows where the research has been 
conducted. The big red spot shows Surabaya and the university ITS
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Local people from the two villages Mlaten and Semambung
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The definition of hazards is according to wisner et al 
(2004) an extreme natural event that affects places 
and people at different times. The authors are writing 
about the understanding of a disaster is not only to 
know the different types of hazards that might affect 
people but how the different levels of vulnerability are 
affecting different groups of people. Disasters do not 
just happen to poor people. They can happen to any-
one, but the negative effects are different for different 
types of groups.

DISCUSSIONS OF HAZARD 
AND DISASTER

I will only discuss the definitions of natural disasters 
and hazards. as a Spatial Planner I have chosen to fo-
cus on climate change with a social focus, therefore 
some definitions are not being discussed here.

The definitions of the words hazard and disaster are 
according to Emergency Events Database (2008) the 
following:

a hazard is a threatening event, or incidence with a 
potentially damaging phenomenon within a given time 
period and area. a disaster is a sudden situation or 
event that causes great damage destruction and hu-
man suffering. 

according to Few et al (2006) the definition of flood 
hazard is a flood event that has the potential to cause 
harm to humans or human systems, and the definition 
of disasters is an event that brings big losses and dis-
ruption to an area. 

wisner et al (2004) writes that the definition of a di-
saster or a hazard is not universally agreed so it can be 
complicated to describe the two words. The authors 
discuss the definitions like the following: a disaster is 
a complex mix of natural hazards and human actions. 
The disaster itself is not a single event for the people 
and their household it is also a break on the economy 
of the society, the private household and the nature 
itself. a disaster is a result of vulnerability and hazard. 
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The floods in March 2008 in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency
Photo made by hartatik at the Department of human Settlements ITS



The main issue regarding a disaster according to wis-
ner et al (2004) is not the scale but the impact of a 
hazard of the intensity on a vulnerable population.  

according to oliver-Smith et al (1999) there need to be 
two factors for an event to be called a disaster, firstly it  
needs to have a human population, and secondly there 
needs to be a potentially destructive agent. 

So the question is what is a hazard or a disaster? The 
definitions are different depending on the profession 
which defines the words. Some anthropologists are dis-
cussing the human factor as the reason for the disaster 
and biologists are talking about the climate change af-
fecting the disasters and hazards by becoming bigger 
and more severe. I think that the definitions are gener-
ally true, but as a professional one may tend to define 
the word in the field of one´s own profession. In this 
sense I just want to be aware that different professions 
define the words in a different way.
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The floods in March 2008 in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency
Photos made by hartatik at the Department of human Settlements ITS



The different types of natural disasters (Emergency 
Database 2008) can be fires, earthquakes, hurricanes, 
cyclones and floods. Disasters are often caused by na-
ture but can have human sources such as wars and civil 
disturbance. according to the Emergency Events Data-
base, people who are affected by disasters see them as 
dangerous events that can cause death or loss of prop-
erty, for example floods. 

Few et al (2006) divide the different flood disasters into 
five types of floods: tidal and wave extremes, cyclonic 
storms, tsunami (undersea earthquakes), jökulhlaup 
(Floods on Iceland cause by volcanic actions beneath 
the glacier making snow and ice release rapidly from 
the glacier) and structural failure of artificial river 
dams. The leading cause of floods is heavy rainfall dur-
ing a long time-period or of high intensity. 

wisner et al (2004) write in their book that flood disas-
ters are caused by people and not just by water. Flood 
disasters are happening because people and buildings 
are on the wrong places on flood-prone land. But in a 
large scale floods are a normal event and can be essen-
tial to the agricultural and ecological systems. They are 
needed for the regeneration of plants, crops and the 
aquatic life for the people living in flood-prone areas. 
The people can in most cases benefit from the floods. 
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This can be a difficult question since many people live 
on their land to survive, so then we as spatial plan-
ners have to rethink the possibilities for these people 
so they can survive on these fertile lands. we can try 
to come up with ideas for constructing flood-adaptive 
houses so they can survive during the flood without be-
ing forced to move or to lose their land and property 
when the flood strikes. The local communities have a 
better knowledge of what the problems are and what 
they are suffering from, in this case I think it is better to 
let the local communities develop a strategy for their 
survival on the local, grass root level. This is a kind of 
planning as well, not to be forgotten, that can be used 
together with the local authorities

Street floods in uganda
Photos made by Dick-urban vestbro

DIFFERENT TYPES OF FLOOD 
DISASTERS



There are three characteristic phases in a disaster ac-
cording to Iwansson et al (1983). The first phase is 
called the Emergency phase and can last for one day 
up to several weeks, during this time the main focus is 
on medical, survival and emergency shelter. 
Phase two is the rehabilitation phase, and can last 
from one week up to two years. The focus is on rees-
tablishment, social functions and distributions. 
The third and last phase is called the reconstruction 
phase, and this is a transition, to get continuation of 
life. This phase is long-term and it needs to be adapted 
to the local climate, local building-, construction and 
tradition, and the needs of the people. 

The third phase, is according to un habitat (1989), a 
very important phase. It is important that the local and 
regional government provides help and support for the 
people. This could be with a development program, 
work plans and recommendations. 
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The floods in March 2008 in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency
Photos made by hartatik at the Department of human Settlements ITS

THREE PHASES OF A DISASTER



DISASTER & SPATIAL PLANNING

un habitat (2001) has written in its manifest Sustain-
able Cities Programme 1990-2000 that; ‘A sustainable 
city maintains a lasting security from environmental 
hazards that have the potential to threaten develop-
ment achievements, allowing only for acceptable risk.’

Disasters are not seen as extreme events created 
by natural forces any longer (Yodmani, 2001) but as 
unresolved problems of social and economic devel-
opment in the society. The disaster management is 
poorly managed or not managed at all, and the risks 
are contributors to the development of natural disas-
ters.

Spatial planning has a lot to do in this area, since the 
planning can try to change the land-use in a way that 
is better adapted to the built environment and the 
natural disasters that will come in the future, it also 
tries to minimize the effects and threats by building 
in a sustainable way according to the nature and the 
landscape. 

I believe that Enabling Strategies (vestbro, 2008) is a 
good solution for the grass root level in the LDC. vest-
bro is discussing the Enabling Strategies being done 
according to John Turners analysis in Lima. Turner 
means that the poor community has good skills to 
construct their own houses, and continues that the 
public authorities mostly had a negative part in the 
housing construction because they did not accept the 
informal settlements and the out of date planning 
regulations that usually prevail in informal poor settle-
ments. The idea with Enabling Strategies (vestbro, 
2008) is that the residents themselves build their own 
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The floods in March 2008 in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency
Photos made by hartatik at the Department of human Settlements ITS



houses in an incremental process, like a self-help or 
with a small-scale and local construction companies. 
nabeel hamdi that has developed Turners idea, 
means that the important task from the authorities 
in the Enabling Strategy process is to make the hin-
drance smaller so the poor communities can solve 
their housing problems. By using the Enabling Strate-
gies illegal land occupation and the people not paying 
the taxes has to be accepted. architects and plan-
ners usually do not understand the Enabling Strategy 
and do not want to change their professional role to 
adapt the situation for the poor people, the well es-
tablished doctrines have to be abandoned if we want 
to solve the global housing crises. The challenge to 
use the Enabling Strategies according to vestbro is 
to get order without making it over-centralized, this 
indeed will kill the individual creativity, there need to 
be a balance between freedom and order. (vestbro, 
2008)

The un habitat (1989) has written in its report that 
the vulnerability is increasing due to the concentra-
tions of population and economical activities when a 
disasters hits the settlements and many human settle-
ments are often affected by natural disasters. The di-
saster doesn’t only hit the people’s social life but also 
causes economical, cultural and ecological damages. 
The extent is not just the power of the disaster but 
the structural construction of the dwellings and infra-
structure which are also exposed to the disaster. The 
un habitat has done research, planning and projects 
in areas with disasters all over the world, with differ-
ent projects focusing on prevention and improvement 
since its start in 1978.  
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The floods in March 2008 in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency
Photos made by hartatik at the Department of human Settlements ITS



EXAMPLES OF FLOOD-
RESISITANT HOUSES

after the floods that hit Bangladesh in 1988, the govern-
ment and the un habitat wanted to build sustainable 
houses that had a construction which could handle a 
flood and with this also help to increase the means for 
the low income groups who had suffered the most dur-
ing the flood. The idea was to create more sustainable 
developments in the villages and to create durable and 
flood-resistant houses. The un habitat has noticed in 
its projects that some of the short term shelters usually 
continue to be a more long term shelter than they are 
built for. The shelters have to be replaced by more sus-
tainable flood-resistant houses, but since many of the 
people do not have the money they stay in these short 
term shelters. un habitat together with the govern-
ment worked out a self help program providing loans, 
giving example of local materials and showing new 
constructions with houses made by bamboo placed on 
stilts to be able to handle the floods. 

Duby (1990) writes about his research and hands-on 
projects in Bangladesh during the floods in 1988. The 
houses were constructed together with a local bam-
boo builder as Duby calls them, with walls made of 
woven bamboo matting and a roof made of corrugat-
ed iron. The flooring was from the start made by clay, 
which unfortunately turns to mud when the flood hits 
the area, so to improve the flooring the author had an 
idea to build the houses on stilts to avoid the minor 
flooding and made the floor of bamboo as well.  one 
problem was the question of the land ownership. 
Most of the people being hit by the disaster did not 

have any land so the solution of the houses had to 
be flexible, and easy to be collapsible, and be trans-
ported on a rickshaw or in a local boat to be rebuilt on 
another piece of land. The houses were made in small 
sections, like the bamboo walls and the iron roof was 
tied in bundles so they could be carried or towed be-
hind the boat. 
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houses built on higher ground close to the Bengawan Solo river in 
the village Semambung in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency



In Bolivia during the heavy rains in 1985-1986, the un 
habitat together with the local government wanted 
to improve the living conditions through self help us-
ing local materials. It was financed by the un habitat 
together with the government. The un habitat did 
surveys such as social life patterns, roofing materi-
als, local building materials, and architectural study 
of housing types. They ended up with four different 
types of houses which where both flexible and ex-
tendable (un habitat, 1989). The project was then, 
after the rebuilding of the villages, reviewed to see if 
it had succeeded in its visions, and the conclusion was 
that the money was not sufficient. That was because 
it was the first time a project like this had been done 
in Bolivia. The experience was not good enough, but it 
created a unit within the urban Planning Department 
to continue its work to improve the living conditions.  

In Peru the un habitat did a Quincha construction, 
earthquake-resistant houses which were made of 
bamboo elements covered with mud and straws. The 
roof was made of wooden trusses and woven bamboo 
mats covered with plaster made by straw and mud. 
This type of house was built by the people of the com-
munity by non-skilled workers. The Quincha construc-
tion was a low-cost, safe and a permanent housing 
solution that was made in a self-help housing program 
made by the government together with un habitat. 
(un habitat, 1989)
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all these projects by the un habitat were made to-
gether with the local government. It could be a very 
good co-operation. however in reality it is usually the 
less fortunate income groups that are hit the worst by 
disasters, and they usually live on land that they do 
not own. So when the government and planners are 
planning these areas, they do not really understand 
the situation for the poor, they try to have a high stan-
dard. This has the result that the solutions tend to be 
too expensive for poor people. In the end the middle-
class is the one moving in to the new and adapted 
houses. 

Temporary drainage system made by sand bags in the 
village Semambung in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency



PREPARING FOR RAIN 
AND FLOODS
The example Babati in Tanzania
Disasters cannot always be foreseen but their ef-
fects can be mitigated, so the catastrophe itself can 
be reduced through various methods of pre-disaster 
planning and also by post-disaster reconstruction and 
rehabilitation. The united nations Centre for human 
Settlements has done research, planning and projects 
in areas with disasters. The different projects have 
worked with prevention and improvement since their 
start in 1978. So by being well prepared, a country 
can better survive if a natural disaster hits. when the 
flood occurred in the village Babati in Tanzania, the 
government together with Sida made both prepara-
tions and rehabilitation for the short term and the 
long term. Gerdén (1992), who was involved in the 
projects, writes about some topics that can be done in 
the area of a disaster to be better prepared when the 
floods hit the village again. There is no question if the 
flood will hit again; the question is when. 

The villagers worked together with Sida in Babati with 
different aims to reduce the impact of the flood. In 
a short term, preparations were made to stabilize, 
widen and fill in the street gullies with stones. Metal 
culverts were built in the roads and the bridges, so 
the water could pass under the roads, and the in-
frastructure would not be too sensitive. Footbridges 
were built, so the connection inside the village was 
not broken, since the river is floating through the vil-
lage. In the long term the river had to be widened 
since the flood could easily increase the water level 

in the river. Shrubs and bushes were cleared away yearly so 
the water could flow freely towards the outlet point of the 
lake. waterfalls were built to prevent the soil erosion and 
plantation of trees was done to stabilize the soil around the 
waterfalls and the river. The land-use pattern has changed 
into cultivation and deforestation. This can be a reason why 
the flood was such a big disaster in Babati.

with some of these preparations being done before and 
after the disaster, the conclusions from the project in Tanza-
nia were positive among the villagers. nowadays the clear-
ing of the bushes and taking care of the new plantation is 
being done by the villagers since it is their land. 
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Drainage in hana nassif, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania
The drainage is made of stone and strong wire netting so the stones 
will not be stolen or the floods will destroy the drainage
Photos made by Dick-urban vestbro



BUILDING FOR THE CLIMATE
The climate in the tropics may be either hot-and-
humid, hot-and-dry and hot-and-wet. (Konya, 1980) 
with the hot-and-wet climate there is usually a rainy 
season and a dry season, like the climate in Indonesia.  
with this kept in mind when building a house, the 
houses can survive longer and be better adapted both 
for the climate as well for the floods. 

using building material with low heat capacity like 
bamboo, placing the houses to increase the cross 
ventilation, and avoiding the sun by placing the long 
façade of the house in an east-west axis are some fac-
tors that have to be considered according to the Ma-
honey Table, a guide how to build houses according to 
the climate.

The consequences from the natural disasters are big-
gest where you have the least resources to protect 
yourself from the disaster (Iwansson et al 1983). at 
first hand the workers and the farmers are the ones 
being afflicted who live in houses made of local mate-
rial and locally developed building techniques. The 
reason why the houses are collapsing can sometimes 
be that the building technique is not appropriate for a 
disaster, but appropriate in a climate perspective.

The results of the construction details, for example 
the conglutination between the ceiling to the wall or 
the ceiling to the floor, is not designed in a proper 
way. The reason for this can be either a lack of knowl-
edge or lack of materials like nails etc. The local based 
building technology is appropriate to disaster safe This interior section show how the natural 

ventilation is moving through a house on stilts
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Example of a bamboo house in the village 
Semambung in Kanor District, Bojonegoro regency



These following exterior sections show how the wind is moving through 
a house in reference how the vegetation is being placed. The vegetation 
can also act as a sun shade or solar control.   

constructions usually if it is improved in some areas. 
For example the stability in the construction has to be 
better adapted, as does the connections between the 
roof and the walls as well as the connection between 
floor and walls. The local tradition specifies that an 
important adaptation for the conditions like the cli-
mate and the living habits should be done. (Iwansson 
et al, 1983)

In many cases the temporary houses becomes per-
manent, since it is too expensive to change to a per-
manent house. Instead the aid should be focusing on 
permanent housing from the build up phase. In many 
disaster areas the need for temporary houses is usu-
ally very low according to Iwansson et al (1983) and it 
is better to put money and resources to a permanent 
house instead. while building for aid it is important to 
build quick, disaster safe constructions with adaption 
for the local climate, local situation, local living stan-
dards as well as building against the threat of vermin. 

Konya (1980) writes about the importance of natu-
ral ventilation through the house in the tropics. The 
floors of the traditional houses in the tropics are usu-
ally raised on stilts for a better exposure for prevailing 
breezes that tend to be damped by the vegetation. By 
cooling the floor from below, the buildings are also 
protected from floods, insects and rodents. 
To improve the cross ventilation through the house 
it is better to place the houses in a 45 degree angle 
instead of a 90 degree angle towards the wind, since 
the suction effect is increased and the indoor airflow 
improved.
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These sketches show how the wind is moving through a house in 
reference how the house is being placed on the ground; the better 
way is the 45 degree angle so the wind sweeps through the whole 
house. 

Example of houses with clay bricks, the wind does not 
sweep through as easily 

Example of houses with plaited bamboo, the wind 
sweeps easier through a house like this



FLOOD MAPS AND PROGNOSIS 

Flooding is one of the frequent and widespread 
weather related hazards in the world according to 
Few et al (2006). Floods of different types and mag-
nitudes take place all over the world as seen on the 
maps made by Dartmouth Flood observatory. The 
red Cross reported in the period from 1993 to 2004 
the flood disasters affected more people than all 
other natural or technological disasters together. 

The map shows the floods on the globe during 1988
Statistics from the Dartmouth Flood observatory, 
revisioned as maps made by the author. 

The flood events vary in magnitude, impact and tim-
ing, depending on the flood depth, velocity of flow 
and the season according to Few et al (2006). Floods 
are usually associated with climatic seasons, monsoon 
rains and heavy rainfall. The consequences of flooding 
are not always seen as a negative disaster, like the sea-
sonal river floods renews the soil fertility in cultivated 
flood areas. It is only when the flood reaches abnormal 
or extreme levels that there is a damage or disaster. 
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There is also the climate change that makes the di-
sasters grow bigger. There is both short-term change 
and the long-term change. The short term is the Cy-
clical Climatic phenomena called the El niño Southern 
oscillation that produces large-scale shifts in rainfall 
patterns and flood risks. The second component is the 
long-term changes in the greenhouse gas levels in the 
atmosphere leading to climate change.  There is a link 
between the climate change and the flood trends, with 

the ranges of environmental changes, such as loss of 
wetlands, urbanization and land-use changes. These 
factors act as accelerators for climate change and 
with that the floods become bigger and more severe. 

Few et al (2006) is discussing that the average near-
surface temperature is predicted to rise between 1.4 ° 
C and 5.8 ° C; this will lead to an increase in the flood 
hazards since the sea level will rise. This increase in 

The map shows the floods on the globe during 1998
Statistics  from Dartmouth Flood observatory
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the temperature is because of deforestation, burning 
of fossil fuels, different and new land-use alterations. 

The warming of the climate according to Few et al 
(2006) will lead to changes in rainfall patterns and 
flood risks in all continents, and the prognosis says 
that the sea level will increase 9-88 cm depend-
ing on the level of future greenhouse gas emissions. 
with this increase of the sea level in 2080 between 

2 to 50 million people will experience flooding, if no 
measures are taken to adapt to the worst case sce-
nario. The problem is to predict where the levels will 
increase and where the water levels will decrease. 

But it is difficult to predict the future, different pro-
fessions will give different answers about what will 
happen in the future. Some say that the tempera-
ture will fall, other say it will raise. according to many 

The map shows the floods during the first half of 2008
Statistics  from Dartmouth Flood observatory
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The map shows the floods on the globe from 1988 to 2008
Statistics from Dartmouth Flood observatory

biologists, geologist and meteorologists the future 
for the climate will be that the temperature will rise. 
So this means that the sea level will rise all over the 
world, which means that the flood disasters will not 
only happen in the tropical climate but will become a 
potential threat for virtually any region in the world. 

The adaptation needs to be done all over the world so 
we can be better prepared for the eventual threat. In 
this area spatial planning plays an important role; to 
both be prepared, and also to inform and make people 
be aware of the problems caused by climate changes. 
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The increase of rainfall predicted in many regions of 
Indonesia according to the wFP & LaPan (2008) during 
the rainy season, starting from november to april is as-
sociated with La nina, tropical cyclones and high rain-
fall, which usually occur during January to april yearly 
in the south east of Indian ocean. The peak of the rainy 
season is expected to occur around end of January to 
early February.

The flood awareness at the community level is impor-
tant according to wFP & LaPan (2008). Emergency 
preparedness at the management level should be in-
tensified and strengthened, especially in flood prone 
areas which are Java Island, Bali, East and west part of 
nusa Tenggara, southern part of Kalimantan, and the 

central part of Papua. according to measurements 
done by the Indonesian Institute of Meteorology there 
were high rainfalls in January and February 2008 in Java 
Island, nusa Tenggara, Kalimantan, Lampung, Bengkulu 
and Papua. very high rainfall was measured in central 
Java, Sulawesi, and central Papua. 

In February 2008 the wFP & LaPan (2008) made mea-
surements where the rainfall remains, which were in 
Java, Irian Jaya, Kalimantan and Sulawesi. The tropical 
depression triggered the torrential rains in Java in De-
cember which made the extreme rainfalls flood a lot 
of areas in East Java. The red areas of the map show 
were the flood hit Indonesia during December 2007 to 
March 2008.
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The red areas show where the flood hit Indonesia during the rainy 
season from December 2007 to March 2008. 

FLOOD DISASTERS IN INDONESIA

Map made by wFP & LaPan in 2008 
remote Sensing applications and Technology Development Centre



FLOOD DISASTERS ON JAVA ISLAND

The map shows areas that have the potential to be 
hit by flood disasters on Java Island during the year 
of 2008. The spatial data and prognosis was made by 
LaPan by using aerial photos and statistics from previ-

ous years with floods. The blue dots show the areas 
that are always hit by a flood disaster and the red dots 
show areas that have a potential of getting hit by a 
flood disaster in the future.  
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Map made by LaPan- remote Sensing applications 
and Technology Development Centre.
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The map shows East Java and the potential flooding 
areas for 2008. The name of the different districts to 
the right describes which districts have a high potential 
of floods. as you can see Bojonegoro is named as one 
high potential area. The red on the map show where 
the highest potential to flood is found. The yellow area 

FLOOD DISASTERS IN EAST JAVA

Map made by BMG-the Institute of Meteorology, 
Pu- Ministry of Public works and BaKoSurTanaL- 
national Coordinating agency for Surveys and Mapping

shows an average potential to flood, the green areas 
show where there is a low potential of having a flood. 
The brown areas are the safest areas and likely not to 
be hit by floods. as we can read from the map there 
are no brown areas in East Java; the conclusion is that 
there are no safe areas in East Java. 
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The map shows East Java and the potential flooding 
areas in the future.  The red on the map show where 
there is the highest potential for floods. The purple 
areas show a potential to have a flood, the yellow area 

on the map shows where the lowest potential of being 
hit by a flood is located. The green area shows where 
there is no potential at all to be hit by a flood disaster. 
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Map showing the flood disasters along the Bengawan Solo river in Bojonegoro regency in
December 2007 to January 2008. number 5 shows the flood in Kanor District and number 
26 show the flood in Kalitidu District. The red marked village’s  show which villages were hit 
by the floods in Bojonegoro regency
Map made by the Department of Settlements and Infrastructure at the Bojonegoro Municipality 
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FLOOD DISASTERS IN BOJONEGORO
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The map shows, that according to statistics from the 
Bojonegoro Municipality, the flood disasters happened 
in the Bojonegoro regency during the time period De-
cember 2007 to January 2008. The red part shows how 
big the flood was, this disaster was one of the worst 
that the regency has ever had. During this time even 
the city of Bojonegoro was hit by the flood. usually it is 
only the villages along the Bengawan Solo that floods, 

since the city of Bojonegoro has embankments made 
by concrete surrounding the city. Some villages also 
have some kind of embankments made by soil and 
plantation on top of them, but only if the villages have 
the money to build these embankments.
The black circles show the two districts Kalitidu and 
Kanor, seen from the left to right. The white circle is 
the city of Bojonegoro.
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Map showing the flood disasters along the Bengawan Solo river in 
Bojonegoro regency in December 2007 to January 2008
Map made by Department of human Settlements, ITS 

Mlaten village,
Kalitidu District

Semambung village,
Kanor District

Bojonegoro City

The map shows the blue line which is the normal width of Bengawan 
Solo. The red part show how broad the flood disaster was during the 
time period December 2007 to March 2008 in Bojonegoro regency
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Bengawan Solo river is the longest river in Java Island, 
(wikipedia, 2008) with a length of 540 km. It is not just 
an important river for the inhabitants, as there are 
indicators of settlements since prehistoric times with 
some anthropology findings such as the Java man skull. 
The Bengawan Solo has its source at the volcano of 
Mount Lawu in Central Java, passing through the Ken-
dang Mountains and into the Solo valley and reaches 
its outlet on the Java Sea near the city of Surabaya. 
along its course the river is joined with the Madiun 
river and the Brantas river-substantial rivers them-
selves. The river itself has inspired the artist Gesang 

Martohartono to write a song with the same name. 
The Bengawan Solo overflowed in the end of 2007 and 
beginning of 2008 according to wFP & LaPan (2008) 
after some days of torrential rains, which resulted in 
flooding in districts close to the river, in ngawi, Bojone-
goro, Tuban, Lamongan and Gresik. In total, 17 districts 
in East Java were affected by floods and heavy rain. The 
flood of the Bengawan Solo caused 31 deaths, with 858 
houses heavily damaged, 1,850 houses slightly dam-
aged and 10,262 ha of fish ponds and 66,222 ha of rice 
fields were destroyed, the worst affected district being 
Bojonegoro.

BENGAWAN SOLO RIVER
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Map shows the Bojonegoro regency and the floods that hit the area in 2007 and 2008 
Map made by Department of human Settlements 



Map shows the river Bengawan Solo runs through the Bojonegoro regency 
Map made by Department of human Settlements 

Bojonegoro regency is located on East Java, about 
110 km west of Surabaya, (wikipedia, 2008) on the 
inland of Java on the banks of Bengawan Solo riv-
er with an area of 930 km². The population is circa 
1 200 000 people and most people work as farmers 
since the Bengawan Solo river provides fertile farm-
ing for rice, tobacco, teak and corn. There is a high 
risk in agriculture because of the seasonal uncertainty. 
rice growing will fail if the rainy season ends before 
its time, and tobacco growing will fail if rain comes 
early. Many live in poverty, especially in the south-
ern part of the regency, where the soil is less fertile.

The area consists mainly of low land, but has some 
mountains in the southern part. Since the climate is 
tropical the seasons are changing between rainy and 
dry season, causing problems both for floods and wa-
ter shortages. The situation has become worse by envi-
ronmental degradation since much of the forest - which 
would normally absorb some of the rain and prevent 
the hillsides from slipping - has been cut down in re-
cent years; this is contributing to the disasters and the 
floods annual. The flooding has increased for every year, 
in 2007 the highest ever documented flood reached 
to 4 meters in Sangkrah village, in the Surakata area.

BOJONEGORO REGENCY
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The planning law is based on the Dutch Staatsblad 
van Indonesië, the Stadsvormingsordonantie (Svo 
Town Planning act) from 1948 no 168 together with 
the Stadsvormings verordening (Svv Town Plan-
ning regulation) from 1949. This is the actual plan-
ning law document being used today. The law it-
self regulates the land use, local planning, city 
planning, house shapes and the actual procedure. 

The law has been adjusted to the Indonesian govern-
ment and their policies in urban Planning. Since there 
are so many different local people in Indonesia, the gov-
ernment decided to use the Dutch Planning Law as the 
base, and then made some changes so it can be used 
in Indonesia today. The law Svv and Svo was adjusted 
in 1960 to be better suited to the Indonesian society; it 
includes the economic systems, agriculture, natural re-
sources, the wealth of the society and the nation and ev-
erybody’s equal opportunity to obtain the right to land.  

In 1992 the Spatial Planning act replaced the Svo of 
1948. This act functions as an umbrella for the plan-
ning legislation, and it regulates planning in gen-
eral. The Spatial plans are divided in three differ-
ent plans; a national Spatial Plan, a Province region 
Spatial plan and a District/municipality Spatial Plan. 
The act consists of several items such as sustainable 
use of natural resources, land use patterns and de-
velopment of the city toward Sustainable thinking. 
Indonesia has a number of different laws in the fields of 

urban Planning, with regulations for spatial planning, ur-
ban planning, land, infrastructure, environmental man-
agement and industry. however they are divided sepa-
rately with some partial consideration of one another.
 
The law itself is not locally adapted; therefore it is dif-
ficult to have a proper and functional spatial planning. 
The colonial legislate do not take in to consideration the 
local people and their needs and variations among the 
different territories. The adaption’s for poor people are 
not discussed, and with that there is no flexibility in the 
legislate for the local needs and no acceptance of the lo-
cal peoples´ own planning, like Enabling Strategies (vest-
bro, 2008). The official legislate has to differ between 
different territories, since there are so many different 
local societies and local inhabitants. By using Incremen-
tal Development planning instead of the grand Master 
Plans that are being used, the cost can be cut down and 
the plans more adapted to the local people´s needs.

a customary law adapted to the local inhabitant’s 
traditions, daily life as well as cultural and religious 
aspects has to be considered when using a custom-
ary law, like Enabling Strategies (vestbro, 2008).

Indonesian laws and planning documents are dif-
ficult to find in English; therefore this chapter is 
based on the English summary of Svo and the Svv.

PLANNING IN INDONESIA
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The law undang-undang republik Indonesia nomor 24 
tahun 2007, (The Disaster Mitigation Law no 24, 2007) 
has some definitions about disasters:

a disaster is an event or series of events which threat-
en and disrupt human life and their sources to earn a 
living. It can be triggered by natural factors, non-natu-
ral factors or human factors. The effect of the disaster 
can cost human lives, environmental destruction; 
property lost, and negative psychological effects.

a natural Disaster is a disaster which is triggered by 
natural hazards such as earthquake, tsunami, volcanic 
eruption, flood, drought, hurricane, and land slide.

The definition of mitigation is several efforts to reduce 
the risk of disasters, either through physical develop-
ment or through community awareness and skill im-
provement against the threats of a disaster.

DISASTER MITIGATION LAW

Floods in Bojonegoro City in January 2008
Photos made by SMa Katolik Senoir high School in Bojonegoro
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Emergency Responses
Several immediate efforts are to be performed when 
a disaster strikes an area in order to respond to the 
emerging problems and the destructive effects of the 
disaster. They cover rescue efforts, disaster victim 
evacuation, minimizing property lost, basic necessi-
ties supply, providing shelters for disaster’s victim, 
arrangement for the refugees, and recovery efforts 
for public facilities and services. rehabilitation is im-
portant as a post disaster recovery and restoration in 
public or community service sectors, to make the gov-
ernmental and community life to function properly 
after the disaster.

reconstruction is a post disaster restoration, both 
in the governmental and community level to rebuild 
facilities, services and institutions in the disaster area, 
to recover economic, social and cultural life and to 
maintain the law and order. 

There are three types of floods; based on its charac-
teristic, and grouped according to The Disaster Miti-
gation Law no 24, 2007, the three groups are Flash 
flood, riverine flood and Coastal flood.

Flash Flood
Defined as a flood which begins within six hours of 
the disaster event, such as intense rainfall when the 
catchments area on the slope cannot absorb and 
retain the large amount of rain water; storm cloud 
formations, hurricane, tropical storm or cold climate. 
other factors are dam failure, sudden release of ice 
jams or river clogging. 

Riverine Flood
Is a result from prolonged rain over wide catchment 
areas. Flood might occur at a major waterway with its 
small rivers (tributaries) system. The major waterway 
tasks are to drain a large geographic area and to ac-
cept water from its tributaries. Quite different from 
the flash flood, riverine floods get worse slowly and 
occurs as a seasonal flood. The area remains inun-
dated for days or weeks.

Floods in Bojonegoro City in January 2008
Photo made by SMa Katolik Senoir high School in Bojonegoro

DISASTER MITIGATION LAW
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Coastal flood
Is triggered by a tropical storm and is a result from 
storm surge and wave action which were caused by 
the wind along the shoreline. The sea water is flood-
ing the coastal area. The coastal flood happens be-
cause of high sea level rise, a tidal wave or tsunami. 
Factors that can trigger flood disaster are human be-
haviour and the treatment of the river. The impact 
of flood hazards is affected by the condition of the 
river flow area, the condition of the catchment areas, 
sedimentation and by the condition of the water re-
tention, e.g. dam, lake and embankments. The rapid 
urbanization in big cities reduces the catchment areas 
and the capacity of water retention. It narrows the riv-
erbank and the drainage system as a result of settle-
ment developments and domestic waste disposal.
 
Beside the dominant human factor, the natural factors 
can trigger floods are geomorphology condition (flat 
terrain, mountainous area, height and steepness of 
the slope, the river shape), geological conditions, hy-
drological conditions (seasonal cycles, the connection 
between the upper reach to the river mouth, water 
velocity), and climate (humidity, wind velocity, rainfall 
duration and intensity).

Floods in Bojonegoro City in January 2008
Photos made by SMa Katolik Senoir high School in Bojonegoro
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The main policies for spatial planning in order to 
prevent disaster are:

- revitalization effort in land use planning, 
 using and monitoring process, including   
 reviewing the national law rTrw 
 (no.47/1997)   

- Providing the method, standard, guidance,  
 procedure and manual, to support the 
 acceleration for regional autonomy policies  
 which are related specifically with land use
 application and monitoring aspects 

- Public awareness campaign to increase 
 community participation in land use 
 planning, using, and monitoring process by  
 spreading the information about land use  
 regulation.
  
The Flood management’s main purpose is to reduce the 
negative effects of flood disaster, and to minimize the 
loss of lives, property losses, environment destruction 
and social-economic losses that results from floods.

Floods in Bojonegoro City in January 2008
Photos made by SMa Katolik Senoir high School in Bojonegoro

DISASTER MITIGATION LAW
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Mitigation
To reduce the impact of flood risk when a disaster 
and emergency situation occurs, the impact can be 
minimized by activities such as:

-  Keeping the operational and maintenance of  
 flood prevention facility and service in good  
 conditions
 - Protect the water resource and ecosystem
 
Emergency response
Is to enhance the ability to manage an emergency 
situation when a flood occurs and can be done by:

 - Mobilizing the resources such as: volunteers,  
 technical equipment for flood, funds and  
 other emergency aid
 - Mobilize the community and the assigned  
 force to minimize flood risks 
 - Securing in advance the facility and service to  
 prevent flood which are in critical condition.
 - Evacuating the inhabitants and saving the  
 properties.
 - rehabilitation

The law is new and discusses the issues of disasters, 
but it remains to be seen what it can do in practice. 
a law is needed, but it needs to be implemented in a 
proper way so as to be useful in a disaster situation. 
The people’s right does not show in the Disaster Miti-
gation Law, which is surprising since it is a part of the 
housing and settlement law no 4, 1992. 

Floods in Bojonegoro City in January 2008
Photos made by SMa Katolik Senoir high School in Bojonegoro
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The map shows the regency of Bojonegoro, 111° 44´ E, 
7° 06´50 S, and the two areas where the field study was 
made. The red point to the left is Mlaten village in the 
Kalitidu District. The red point to the right shows the 
village Semambung in the Kanor District. 

The distance between the two villages are approxi-
mately 60 km. Bojonegoro City is the capital of the 
Bojonegoro regency, the regency has 20 districts and 
each district has around 20 villages. 

BOJONEGORO REGENCY

0 m           50 km
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This figure show how the regencies are divided in dif-
ferent units, from regency all the way to the blocks in 
the villages. 

The villages have smaller units called rw rukun warga 
and that is the neighborhoods. The rT rukun Tetangga 
is the blocks within the neighborhood. one rT is circa 
30 to 40 households and one rw is around 5-10 rT 

Statistics from Central Board of Statistics Bojonegoro
regency from 2008. 

The statistics for Kanor District are:
25 villages
64 sub districts
101 rw
403 rT

The statistics for Kalitidu District are:
24 villages
59 sub districts
105 rw
391 rT
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REASONS WHY THE BENGAWAN SOLO FLOODS

as mentioned earlier, floods have been more frequent 
and voluminous during the last decade. The flooding 
pattern show more severe floods due to deforestation. 
This is one of the biggest reasons why the Bengawan 
Solo has floods yearly according to Kajian Pola huni-
an, Di Kawasan Luapan Banjir, Sungai Bengawan Solo, 
(2006) (report made by the  Department of human 
Settlements at ITS (2006). By cutting down and selling 
the wood illegally the floods become higher and the 
impact more severe. according to a report made by the 
Department of human Settlements at ITS (2006), the 
forest make the flow of the river become slower, so the 
settlements are not so badly hit from the flood.

The deforestation makes the erosion of the land in-
crease and the impacts from the floods are then big-
ger. The resulting mudslides caused by deforestation is 
another impact causing a lot of problems. To avoid the 
erosion of the land and the mudslides, trees and other 
plants with long root systems can be planted along the 
river bank to decrease the floods. 

The altitudes from the river and its water level to the 
villages are becoming shallower each year. according 
to ITS report (2006), this makes the impact from the 
flood more severe. one mitigation measure is to build 
embankments protecting the existing villages. If the al-
titude is higher between the river and the village, the 
floods can be less severe. The embankments are not 
just a protection for the floods, they can be used as a 
road or drainage system used for the irrigation for the 
fields. Corn plantation on the riverbank of Bengawan Solo

Boat transportation on the river Bengawan Solo
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The river has a lot of sedimentation according to Kajian 
Pola hunian, Di Kawasan Luapan Banjir, Sungai Ben-
gawan Solo (2006), the sedimentation is caused not 
only from natural causes but also from garbage being 
disposed in the river by the villagers in the river, who 
use the river for washing, cleaning and as a toilet. The 
sedimentation increases the water level, but by taking 
away the sedimentation and using it for either mak-
ing bricks or using as a fertilizer the river bed becomes 
deeper and the flood will not be as severe, 

The natural reasons such as rain and the morphology 
of the river is one factor of the floods according to 
Kajian Pola hunian, Di Kawasan Luapan Banjir, Sungai 
Bengawan Solo, (2006) (report made by the Depart-
ment of human Settlements, ITS (2006). People in 
the villages are used to the floods and don´t see the 
floods as a problem, and they have adapted their lives, 
houses and crops to the yearly floods. But in my view 
the houses need to be better adapted to the floods, 
for example when the flood hits the house, the toilets 
also overflows, so the interior as well as the exterior 
has to be better adapted to avoid as many impacts as 
possible. 



HOUSING & LIVING 
CONDITIONS

The Family Planning Coordinating Board (BKKBn) of In-
donesia classifies all households into five welfare sta-
tus: Pre-Prosperous households, Prosperous house-
holds, and the last three groups are poor households 
divided in Keluarga Sejahtera 1, 2 and 3. They are based 
on a range of variables such as food consumption, type 
of floor, type of health care services, clothing, and reli-
gious practices.

The indicators used for the poor household groups 
number 1 and 2 are the following:
 - Meals two times a day or more
 - Family members have different clothes 
   for using at home, at work or at school
 - The house is equipped with proper floor, 
   walls and roof
 - afford to get health care services
 - all children between 7-15 years old 
   are able to go to school

In Java Island the household number is ca 10 300 000 
according to the BKKBn in 2006, the biggest and the 
poorest income group is around 30% of the whole pop-
ulation in Java. The rest of the income groups are few-
er in number compared to the poorest income group, 
Keluarga Pra-Sejahtera/Kelg PraS. The KS I is approxi-
mately 20%, KS II is 25%, the KS III is 25% and the KS III+ 
is ca 5% of the population in Java Island

Statistics from BKKBn from 2008.

Poor Households group 1(Keluarga Pra-Sejahtera/Kelg PraS)
This income group is not able to satisfy the basic needs such 
as religious education or practice, food consumption, health 
care services, clothes and housing.
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Plaited bamboo house in the village Mlaten (Kelg Pra S)

Bamboo house in the village Mlaten (KS I)



Poor Households group 2 (Keluarga Sejahtera/KS I)
household in this income group are able to satisfy the basic 
need but are not able to meet socio-psychological needs such 
as education, family interaction, transportation.

Poor Households group 3 (KS II)
This income group can achieve the basic needs and 
the socio-psychological needs, but are not able to 
provide their improvement needs such as saving 
needs

Pre-Prosperous Households (KS III)
household that has the basic needs, socio-psycho-
logical needs and improvement needs, but is not 
able to give maximal contribution to their environ-
ments, such as charity for society.

Prosperous Households (KS III+)
This income group is able to satisfy all their needs 
mentioned above. 
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Jati wood house in the village Semambung (KS II)

Concrete and jati wood house in the village Semambung (KS III)

Concrete house in Jakarta (KS III+)
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The map shows the Kalitidu district in the regency of 
Bojonegoro. From the map we can read that the big-
gest farming in these areas is rice plantation. There 
are some areas that have dry fields, most of them are 
corn.  

The Kalitidu District has in total 24 villages, 59 sub vil-
lages, with 101 rw and 391 rT

The brown point shows the location of the Mlaten vil-
lage in the Kalitidu District. 

The Bengawan Solo runs through the whole district 
and is very important for the crop to survive, especially 
the rice plantation that is the largest income for the 
farmers. 
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The statistics and all the information from this chapter 
about the Mlaten village is based upon interviews by 
the head of the village and the villagers. 
analysis has been conducted as walk Through Evalu-
ation together with either the head of the village Pak 
Muklisin or the villagers themselves. 
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Map showing the Mlaten village and there functions, services, residential areas and 
the plantation fields. There are one main road and several local roads
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The map show that for the Mlaten village, like in the Ka-
litidu District area, the biggest farming is wet fields with 
rice plantations. There are some dry fields with corn or 
watermelon plantations. Topographical data is missing 
since all maps are made by the author.

MLATEN VILLAGE
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The village has one non formal muslim nursery school 
and two non formal muslim elementary schools. There 
are three mosques and one health centre with a mid-
wife, just next to the health center is the Balai Desa, a 
meeting hall. There is a soccer field and volleyball field 
close by the nursery and elementary school.

MLATEN VILLAGE

The main mosque

The Balai Desa and the health centre

The elementary school in the village

one of the smaller mosques

The nursery School
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MLATEN VILLAGE

Brick manufacturing in the villageFishing is done in the river Bengawan Solo



MLATEN VILLAGE

In Mlaten village, as in the Kalitidu district the biggest 
income for the farmers is the rice plantations. The vil-
lages have a population of 2300 people and there are 
500 households in the village, the area is 350 ha. There 
are 2 rw and 14 rT in Mlaten. 

Profession:
The majority profession in Mlaten is farmers working 
for the farm owner, either on the fields or taking care 
of the animals. 

Infrastructure:
Kalitidu is the closest city 5 km east of Mlaten. Bojo-
negoro City is 20 km southeast of Mlaten village. The 
road in the village is either dirt road or in some parts 
asphalt, especially close to the new bridge. The road to 
Kalitidu is mostly prepared with asphalt but in a very 
bad condition. 
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wet fields with rice plantation, most of the work is done by hand

Most of the roads in Mlaten are dirt roads

Taking care about the animals is one part of the job then to take 
care about the fields



Transportation:
Transportation is by foot, motorcycle, bicycle or horse 
and cart. villagers seldom use boats since a bridge was 
built in 2007
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Transportation may be with not only one passenger, but 
sometimes with the whole family

Bicycle is the most common transportation in the village

horse and cart is an alternative to bicycle

Motorbikes, bicycles and cars are used to transport people, 
food or animals to go to the market
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Ownership:
all people own their own land. The land is usually in-
herited, many people choose to stay in the area be-
cause of this, although it is a flood prone area, the land 
is very fertile along the river. It is too expensive to move 
and buy new land, and the renovation costs are usu-
ally cheaper than to build a new house on other more 
secure land. 

Poor people’s conditions:
282 poor households in Mlaten village can buy rice for a 
cheap price. They get free medical care and medicines 
if needed provided they have a medical card that must 
be shown to get free health care. 

0 100 m

Map showing the Mlaten village and the different income groups how they are separated, 
along the main road lives the not so poor people, the poorest live along the river

KS II

InCoME GrouPS

KS I

InCoME GrouPS
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House Construction:
There are two different types of houses and they are either made 
of bamboo or wood and/or concrete. The majority of the houses 
are made of bamboo around 70% and the rest are made of jati, 
hardwood together with concrete and bricks. houses made of 
jati wood are for the richer families, half the house is made of 
bricks and concrete and the top part of the house is made of jati 
(hardwood) or jatimas (a fast growing hard wood) or only bricks 
and concrete. The floor is made of cement plaster or bricks and 
the roof is made of roofing tiles. 

The houses are usually divided in two parts. one part is the liv-
ing, sleeping and social areas, the other part is the kitchen area. 
Some houses also have a third part for the animals. 

The richer people live along the main road in the village and usu-
ally have windows made of glass facing the road. The bamboo 
houses have walls made of plaited bamboo, the roof is made of 
either bamboo or roofing tile and the floor is made of mud. The 
bamboo houses are placed close to the river and it is usually the 
poorest people that live in these kinds of houses. 

People in the village use the river and the fields as a toilet, but 
they wash clothes, shower and clean with the water at home. 
Every house has their own water well with fresh water but the 
water still needs to be boiled before they can use it for cooking. 

Typical houses in the village Mlaten Traditional kitchen in a bamboo house

Typical clay brick houses in the village Mlaten 
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The statistics and all the information from this chapter 
about the floods in Mlaten village is based upon inter-
views by the head of the village and the villagers. 

analysis has been conducted as walk Through Evalu-
ation together with either the head of the village Pak 
Muklisin or the villagers themselves. 

0 100 m

Map showing the floods during the end of 2007 and beginning of 2008

1,5 m

1 m

0,5 m

FLooD MaP

The villagers have shown me how high the flood was 
during the time period December 2007 to March 2008. 
I have then revisioned the information to maps which 
is why there are no topographical data available for all 
the maps in the village. 



on the door shows the height of the flood
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on the wall shows the height of the flood 

The water system isn´t just for watering the fields

Concrete house destroyed because of the flood
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Every year the village floods, sometimes all the way up 
to the houses, but usually to the road. 2007 was a big 
flood from 10 cm to 1.3 m indoors in the village. Dur-
ing December 2007 to March 2008, 450 households of 
500 were hit by the flood: usually this figure is around 
100 households every year. as the poorest settlements 
live along the river, they see this impact every year. 
around 15 years ago there was a big flood like the one 
in 2007-2008, but usually it is not a big impact on the 
village except for the people who live alongside the 
Bengawan Solo. 

FLooDS In MLaTEn

on the wall of shows the height of the flood 

on the tree wall shows the height of the flood 

on the tree wall shows the height from the flood 
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no flood preparations were done either outside or in-
side, the only preparation was that the animals were 
tied up or fenced in. The bamboo houses are usually 
the least damaged since the water floods through the 
house, sometimes the mud floor cracks open. The con-
crete houses are the ones that have the most effects, 
as the plaster rips off from the façade because of the 
flood. The floods are not seen as a problem, it is seen as 
something good for the cultivation of the crops as the 
flood brings nutrition and it also stir up the soil. There 
are two water pumps that pump up the water from the 
river to irrigate the rice fields during the dry season, and 
when the flood hits sometimes they use it the other way 
round to pump the water away from the village. one of 
the reasons for floods is because of deforestation; the 
trees are cut down and sold illegally. There are forest 
guards trying to prevent the deforestation and there is 
a penalty if they catch a thief, but usually this is just to 
pay a fine. The government has a program with the in-
tention to do some replantation of the forest, but the 
replantation has been done by the villagers themselves. 

on the wall of the house shows the height of the flood on the wall of the house shows the height from the last year flood 

Inside appear watermarks from the last year floods



KANOR DISTRICT
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The map shows the Kanor district in the regency of 
Bojonegoro. From the map we can read that the big-
gest farming in these areas is rice plantation, like in 
Kalitidu, and there are some few areas that have dry 
fields, most of which are corn.  

The brown point shows the location of the Semam-
bung village in the Kanor District. 

The Bengawan Solo is running through the whole dis-
trict and is very important for the crop to survive, spe-
cially the rice plantation that is the largest income for 
the farmers. 

Kanor District has 25 villages, 64 sub villages, with 101 
rw and 403 rT
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The statistics and all the information from this chapter 
about the Semambung village is based upon interviews 
from the head of the village and the villagers. 
analysis has been conducted as walk Through Evalu-
ation together with either the head of the village Pak 
adnan or the villagers themselves. 
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SEMAMBUNG VILLAGE

The map shows the area of Semambung village. as in 
Kanor district the biggest income for the farmers are 
the rice plantations. There are some dry fields with 
corn or watermelon plantations. 
Topographical data is missing since all the maps are 
drawn by the author.



SEMAMBUNG VILLAGE
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The village has one formal muslim nursery school, 
three formal muslim elementary schools and one for-
mal muslim junior high school. There are two mosques 
and one health centre with a midwife, next to the 
health centre is the Balai Desa. Soccer fields and vol-
leyball fields are located by the nursery and elemen-
tary school.

one of the oldest mosques in the area

The main mosque in Semambung

Balai Desa the village meeting hall

The Junior high School

one of the three Elementary schools in Semambung
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SEMAMBUNG VILLAGE

rice harvesting 

Corn harvesting 

rice harvesting 



SEMAMBUNG VILLAGE
Semambung village have a population of 2516 people 
with 535 households, the area is 200 ha. There are 3 
rw and 14 rT in Semambung. 

Profession:
The majority profession in Semambung is farmers 
working for the farm owner either on the fields or tak-
ing care about the animals. 

Infrastructure:
Sumberrejo is the closest village 14 km southwest of Se-
mambung. Bojonegoro City is 25 km southwest of the 
village. The road in the village are dirt roads, the road 
to Sumberrejo outside of the village is mostly prepared 
with asphalt but in a very bad condition. Inside the vil-
lage the embankments are also used as pathways. 
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Corn plantation close to Bengawan Solo

Plantation on the embankments close to Bengawan Solo

rice plantation in the village

one of many dirt roads in the village



Transportation:
Transportation is by foot, motorcycle, bicycle or horse 
and cart. They use boats to cross the Bengawan Solo to 
other villages on the other side of the river. 
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Bicycle is the most common way to transport yourself or your goods

a motorcycle is used to transport whole families at one time

The boats are used as transporting people, goods and animals
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Ownership:
all people own their own land and the land is usually in-
herited. Many people choose to stay in the area though it 
is a flood prone area, and the land is more fertile along the 
river. a new program has been proposed from the chief of 
the village where poor people, specially poor widows, can 
win a land in a lottery game. The chief of the village is the 
owner but the family can use the lands for cultivating and 
sell the crops to earn some money.  

0 100 m

Poor people’s conditions:
323 households in Semambung village receive rice and a 
small sum of money from the government. They can also 
lend money from the village bank, and the chief of the vil-
lage is the one who is responsible for the money. They get 
free medical care and medicines if needed. 

Map showing the Mlaten village and the different income groups how they are separated, 
along the main road lives the not so poor people, the poorest live along the river

KS I

InCoME GrouPS

KS III

KS II

InCoME GrouPS



House construction:
The houses are divided in three different groups de-
pending on the income of the family. The poorest 1200 
people have houses made only of bamboo; the walls 
are made of plaited bamboo, the roof is either made of 
bamboo or roofing tile and the floor is made of mud. 
This income group live closest to the river. The second 
group of approximately 800 people has houses made of 
jati (hardwood) or jatimas (a fast growing hard wood) 
together with bamboo or bricks, roofs made of roofing 
tiles and floors made either of bricks or cement plaster. 
The third group, the richest in the village of around 400 
people has concrete or bricks as walls and the roof are 
made of roofing tiles. The floors are made of ceramic 
bricks or cement plaster. windows facing the roads are 
made of glass. The richer families live along the main 
roads in the Semambung. Every house has their own 
water well with fresh water but still the water needs to 
be boiled before they can use it for cooking. They wash 
clothes, shower and clean with the water from the well. 
Toilets are usually at the back of the house, only a few 
households use the river and the fields as toilets. The 
houses are usually divided in two parts; one part for liv-
ing, sleeping and social areas, the other part is the kitchen 
area. Some houses also have a third part for the animals.
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Traditional kitchen in Semambung village

Typical bamboo house in the village Concrete house with glass windows on the front façade
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Map showing the floods during the end of 2007 and beginning of 2008
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The statistics and all the information from this chapter 
about the floods in Semambung village is based upon 
interviews by the head of the village and the villagers.  
analysis has been conducted as walk Through Evalu-
ation together with either the head of the village Pak 
adnan or the villagers themselves. 

The villagers have shown me how high the flood was 
during the time period December 2007 to March 2008. 
I have then revisioned the information to maps, this is 
why there is no topographical data available for all the 
maps in the village. 
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Embankments made with sand bags after the flood

Embankments made with stones after the flood

Embankments made with sand bags after the flood

The river floods every year but the impact on the village 
is usually zero, except from 2007 when the flood hit the 
village three times during December 2007 and January 
2008. The highest measured point was 2 meters. Most 
of the households were hit by the 2007 flood but only 
three houses were destroyed except for a food stor-
age and two cafés. These are all rebuilt today in august 
2008 

after the flood most households only needed to clean 
the houses and small reparations had to be done; some 
mud floors split and some walls had to be replaced. 
In some parts of the village the ditches have been im-
proved with a stone wall. But these constructions need 
to be replaced with bigger drainage and ditches togeth-
er with plantations to stop the flood having such a big 
impact.

water locks to prevent some of the floods
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During the flood disaster which lasted for two weeks, 
the people were evacuated to the junior high school 
were they got food and other necessities shipped by 
boat to the school. The protecting walls in the north 
of the village protected the houses in this area so the 
impact of the flood disaster was smaller here than 
in other places in the village. usually when the flood 
hits the village it stays for a few days or sometimes 
for a few hours and then the water level decreases. 

There have been two other big floods in Semambung 
village: one in 1987 with the highest measured point 
was 1,5 m, the same height was measured during 
the flood in 1994. During these floods almost all the 
houses were hit. Directly after the flood in December 
2007, protecting walls made of sandbags were built 
to support the drainage system that had been de-
stroyed during the flood. These are only temporary 
and they need to be changed to a better construction. 

This high was the last flood in March 2008

water marks have been left on the bamboo house

water marks have been left on the clay brick house

water marks have been left on the concrete house
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Some flood preparations were done inside by hang-
ing furniture in the open attic. outside the animals 
were tied up or fenced in. The floods are not seen as a 
problem; instead it is seen as something good for the 
cultivation of the crops, as the flood brings nutrition 
and also stirs up the soil. There are six water pumps 
that pump up the water from the river to irrigate the 
rice fields and when the flood hits sometimes they are 
sometimes used the other way round to pump the wa-
ter away from the village. 

Programs for the future
The programs are visions made by the head of the vil-
lage in Semambung. Pak adnan wants to build new 
and better protective walls or embankments for future 
floods, with better construction and more plantations 
so no cultivation lands are used when building new 
embankments.

This high was the last flood in March 2008, higher than Ika!

new and better constructed embankments need to done like 
the one already been done at the Bengawan Solo

Some of the ditches are in concrete or sandbags, but many 
needs to have a stronger construction
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OPPORTUNITIES

Local building material from the jungle and the river

Bridge connection to other villages in Mlaten

Governmental loans for income 

Government provide infrastructure and health care

Learn how to survive during the flood 

houses on stilts

Embankments

THREATS

Bengawan Solo river

Deforestation

Erosion

Dry season no water and during wet season floods

Short time period for the floods, with a low water level 
and small impacts yearly in Mlaten

Long time period for the floods with a high water level 
and big impacts every fifth year in Semambung

SWOT ANALYSIS 

STRENGTH

Bengawan Solo river

Fertile land

Floods yearly in Mlaten

Floods every 5 years in Semambung

agricultural area

WEAKNESS

Floods

Poor households do not own the plantation fields 

no bridge in Semambung

Lack of knowledge in mitigation 

Inherit the land, no money to move
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The strength of the Bengawan Solo is that the river it-
self brings fertilizer, according to The Department of 
human Settlements, ITS (2006), to the land when the 
floods come during the rainy season, so the flood it-
self is needed to have better crops and fertile land. But 
the impacts from the flood destroy houses and crops, 
and sometimes people and animals die because of the 
floods.

By building houses on stilts according to the Depart-
ment of human Settlements, ITS (2006), the flood in-
doors can be avoided in some areas where the river 
does not flood too much. In areas where the flood is 
higher an embankment can be built to avoid too big 
impacts from the floods. The embankment itself can 
be used as a road or plantation fields.

The sedimentation from the bottom of the river can be 
used to make clay bricks; by using the sedimentation 
from the river will become deeper so to avoid future 
floods. Local materials to build and construct the stilts 
for houses on stilts are jati or bamboo.

The problem during the dry season according to the 
Department of human Settlement, ITS (2006) there is 
usually no water either for drinking, washing or cook-
ing; there is a lack of maintenance to provide water 
during the dry season. water from the river is used to 
irrigate the fields, but since the river is used as both 
washing, cleaning and sometimes as a toilet there can 
be problems with the irrigation because of diseases 
carried by polluted water. 

Floods in January in Bojonegoro city 
Photo made by SMa Katolik Senoir high School in Bojonegoro

Mlaten have floods every year, the water level is 
around 20-50 cm indoors, but the water stays only for 
a few days, 6 to 10 days usually. The floods come on 
several occasions not just one time, but several times 
during the rainy season. 

The Semambung village only has floods every five to 
six years, but the impact is very high; usually the height 
of the water level is over 2 m, and the water will stay 
for up to two to three weeks each time the floods hit 
the village. The floods are coming in several occasions 
not just one time, but several times during the rainy 
season. 
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PROPOSAL 

0 100 m

Map showing the proposal for Mlaten village

Map showing the proposal for Semambung village
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The proposal is to build embankments surrounding 
almost the whole village to protect the village from 
floods. The embankments can be used as a road in 
some areas or as plantation fields in other areas. The 
embankment can be built by stones, covered with the 
sedimentation found on the bottom of the Bengawan 
Solo; the sedimentation is a good fertilizer for cultiva-
tion. The area needs to be flooded because the flood 
itself brings fertilizers to the cultivation fields, but also 
during the dry season the areas need to save the water 
so there will be no lack of water. 

In some areas the proposal is to build the existing hous-
es on stilts, a cheaper solution than building embank-
ments all over the village. The proposal is not to build 
any new houses since there is no money, but rather to 
rebuild the existing houses to be put on stilts. The stilts 
can be made of jati wood, bamboo, concrete or stone, 
all materials that can be found in Mlaten. all over the 
villages drainage canals has to be built and dug all over 
the village, so when the floods hit the village the water 
can run freely through the drainage canals, this to less-
en the impact on the roads and the cultivation field, in 
order to avoid too much damage. This is a cheap solu-
tion to avoid some damages caused by the floods. 

Since many villagers use the river for washing, clean-
ing, disposal of garbage, and sometimes as a toilet, I 
propose to build small public facilities where the vil-
lagers can wash clothes, wash their dishes, take a bath, 
dispose of garbage, and also provide toilets.  

The proposal is meant to be a self-help proposal on a 
community based improvement program, this to avoid 
the slow bureaucracy. The villagers can by themselves 
improve their daily life by using the local material pro-
vided in the near areas of the village. The price will 
then be kept down and the improvement can start 
right away, by doing it together it creates a fellowship 
among the villagers.

PLannInG DETaILS

Embankments
Drainage

houses on stilts

TooLS To BE uSED For SuSTaInaBLE anD DuraBLE 
SETTLEMEnTS aLonG FLooD PronE rIvEr arEaS
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0 100 m

PROPOSAL FOR MLATEN

Drainage

houses on stilts

Embankments

Public facilities
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Since Mlaten is hit by the floods every year and the wa-
ter level is around 1 m average, the proposal is to build 
embankments surrounding almost the whole village to 
protect the village from floods. 

In some areas I propose to build the existing houses on 
stilts, a cheaper solution than to build embankments 
all over the village. The stilts can be made of jati wood, 
bamboo, concrete or stone, all materials that can be 
found in Mlaten. 

PLannInG DETaILS For MLaTEn
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0 100 m

PROPOSAL FOR SEMAMBUNG

Drainage

houses on stilts

Embankments

Public facilities

Enclosed pasture
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PLannInG DETaILS For SEMaMBunG

The Semambung village is only hit by the floods every 
fifth to sixth year and the water level is around 2 m av-
erage. The proposal is to build some embankments in 
the village to protect the village from floods. The em-
bankments can be used as a road in some areas or as 
plantation fields in other areas. 

In some areas I propose to build the existing houses on 
stilts a cheaper solution than to build embankments 
all over the village. The stilts can be made of jati wood, 
bamboo, concrete or stone, all materials that can be 
found in Semambung. 

There are many cows and goats in this village, during 
the floods many cows die or suffer due to the floods; 
the proposal is to build a small enclosed pasture for 
the animals so they can survive during the floods. The 
proposal is to build on top of the embankment a small 
pasture for the animals so they can survive during the 
floods. This is not only a good solution for the animals, 
but it also helps the construction of the embankment 
to be more stable and strong.
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Embankments surrounding the villages have proven to 
be a good protection so that the floods do not destroy 
or hit the villages. In the north part of Semambung 
there is an embankment surrounding the settlements, 
they were not so badly hit, only 10 cm indoors by the 
floods in 2007 and 2008. The embankments can be 
used as plantation fields to grow corn, melon or other 
vegetables or fruits. on top of the embankment could 
be planted jati trees (hard wood) used for building 

material, or be used as a road or pathway can. The con-
struction of the embankment can be made from clay, 
or sediment from the bottom of the river can be made 
into clay bricks, locally produced. The embankment has 
a cover from the sediment a good fertilizer for planta-
tion on the embankment. By using the sediment from 
the river during the dry season, the river will become 
deeper and the next flood will not be so disastrous.

EMBANKMENTS

riverbanks such as plantation fields in Kanor village Embankments made of concrete in Bojonegoro City
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Mlaten village has floods annually with an average 
height of 1 m; most of the households in the village get 
hit every year. The embankment surrounds almost all 
the village to protect it from the floods. The proposal 
is for the embankment to be built by stones from the 
area, and then to cover the embankment with sedi-
mentation. The idea is that the embankment will be 
built by material only from the village, so the villagers 
do not need to buy some building materials, but rather 
can save their money for the crop or for the animals. 

Semambung on the other hand has flooded every five 
to six years with an average height of 2 m, most of the 
households in the village get hit. The embankment sur-
rounds some parts of the village to protect it from the 
floods. The idea is that the embankment will be built 
by local material from the village, to save their money 
for the crop or for the animals. The proposal is a self-
help program for the villagers. 

SEMaMBunG

0 100 m

MLaTEn
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The sketches show how an existing house can be put on higher grounds or 
on stilts to avoid future floods. By putting the house 1 m above the street 
level many houses can cope and avoid damage because of floods. The con-
struction of the ground can be either of soil, concrete or bricks, covered 
with plantation and grass to avoid erosion during the rainy season. Putting 
the house on stilts makes it easier for the flood to rush under the house, 
instead of inside the house. The construction of the stilts can be made by 
bricks or stones together with hard wood. The second floor can be used 
if the flood is very high, so the people can move up one floor and not be 
forced to move from their house. The extended roof is good protection for 
rain and sun.

FLOOD ADAPTIVE HOUSES

houses put on higher grounds to avoid the flood indoors
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houses put on stilts can be made of bricks or stones
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house put on stilts where the stilts can be made of jati wood (hard wood) or bamboo
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The stilts can be made of bamboo or jati wood, as well as the extended roof which is good protection for sun or rain. The second floor 
can be used when the floods hit the village, so the people are not forced to move from the house they just move up one floor.
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The pictures show types of houses on stilts on Moyo 
Island in nusa Tenggara. The proposal is to put some 
houses on stilts, a cheaper solution than to build em-
bankments around the village. The material being used 
for the stilts can be jati or jatimas wood, (a hard wood 
type of wood), bamboo or clay bricks. 

all these materials can be found in the villages. The 
water and the flood is important for the improvement 
of the soil in the wet fields.  In some areas the flood 
needs to get in to the village and in these areas houses 
on stilts are a better solution. 

FLOOD ADAPTIVE HOUSES

Typical bamboo houses on stilts in nusa Tenggara Island
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Mlaten has floods every year, so the solution is to build 
some existing houses built on stilts. This is a cheaper 
and in some places a better solution than to build em-
bankments around the village. 

0 100 m

SEMaMBunGMLaTEn

In Semambung the floods are higher than in Mlaten 
but do not occur that often, houses on stilts are a good 
solution for this village. 
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Proposal for the drainage to be dug next to plantation 
fields so the drainage canals can be used as irrigation 
together with the drainage canals. There should be 
drainage along the roads and pathways as well, to less-
en the impact when the flood hits the villages.

DRAINAGE CANALS

Irrigation canals in Mlaten village Irrigation canals with water from the Bengawan Solo river
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There are very few drainage canals today in Mlaten, so  
digging drainage canals along the roads and paths will 
make the impact less for the next flood. The drainage 
canals can be built with stones and concrete to have 
a better resistance towards the heavy rains and the 
floods. 

0 100 m

0 100 m

There are some drainage canals in Semambung but 
more drainage canals need to be built. Digging drain-
age canals along the roads and paths will make the im-
pact less for the next flood. The drainage canals can be 
built with stones and concrete to have a better resis-
tance towards the heavy rains and the floods. 

SEMaMBunGMLaTEn
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In some areas along the Bengawan Solo river many vil-
lages use the river for washing, cleaning, disposing gar-
bage and as a toilet. where Ever the need (2007) has 
done some projects in India to improve health but also 
improve safe sanitation needs. The toilets are compost 
toilets where the urine and the faeces are separated 

to avoid odour. The urine can be dried into pellets to 
be used for nourishing the fields. The faeces can be 
composted either to be sold or to use as fertilizers. 
The buildings can be combined with toilets, washing, 
cleaning and having a bath. The facilities are built with 
local materials, made by the villagers.

PUBLIC FACILITIES

Traditional water well sumur, in Semambung village Padasan, a clay pot with water for praying
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0 100 m
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SEMaMBunGMLaTEn

In the village of Mlaten and Semambung many people 
use the river as a toilet, for washing, cleaning and 
disposing their garbage. To have a cleaner river and 
environment and an improvement of a healthier life 
style, my proposal is to build public facilities where 
people can share facilities, wash clothes and dispose 

their garbage, avoiding future illnesses, epidemics and 
improve  the knowledge. The public facilities can be 
shared with five to six families and they are placed 
on different spots around the villages to improve the 
health standard and the living standard.
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according to the Disaster Mitigation Law 1992 no 24, 
spatial planning is an important factor for how to cope 
with the floods. 

The law itself has some policies for spatial planning 
with the purpose of preventing disaster. It can become 
a revitalization factor in land use planning, assisting 
regional policies related to land use planning to 
provide methods, guidance and to increase the public 
awareness and the community participation.   

This law can be a help for the politicians as well as the 
people, as guidance how to cope with the disasters. 
The idea of my project is to point to the possibility of 
a community based self-help development. The peo-
ple can use the material provided locally and do the 
renovation and construction of the embankments and 
houses on stilts together in the villages. 

For a western planner the solutions might be seen as a 
very simple and plain solution, but the social structure 
is different in Indonesia and should not be compared 
with Sweden. That is why the proposal might seem 
simple but because of the slow bureaucracy, corrup-
tion and the fact that Indonesia is an LDC the proposal 
is according to the standards in Indonesia. It is impos-
sible to move people to other, safer areas as there is no 
money or opportunities for the people to move. 

The proposal will avoid the slow bureaucracy: instead 
of the villagers applying for money from the govern-
ment it is better if the villagers themselves can build 
and construct the proposals for the adaptations need-
ed to survive the whole year, by using local materials 
found in the village.

By providing the information for the villagers they can 
do the adaptation with the proposal as a help to self-
help. Many cases show that it is better to provide the 
information to the people and they themselves can 
construct the houses, embankments or other construc-
tions or renovation need to be done. Instead of outsid-
ers coming to the village with material for a quick and 
sometimes temporary house, it is better to use local 
knowledge and material found locally for a more sus-
tainable and durable solution.

It is always difficult to make a proposal, but even more 
difficult to make a proposal in a foreign country with 
different cultural, religious and traditions to your own 
country. It has been a difficult journey to both write this 
thesis but also to get an understanding for the country 
and the problems they are facing yearly with the floods. 

with this thesis, I want it to be seen as a general model 
for other areas on Java Island where other areas, villag-
ers or even cities can use this as a model for how they 
can cope with future floods. 
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The thesis should be seen as a general solution or guid-
ance to  be applied on other areas with the same prob-
lems. with this report I want to show the problems 
that can appear when a flood disaster hits somewhere 
and to apply a solution for the houses and settlements.

The LDC that are used to these kinds of disasters, 
should have the opportunity to have an improved so-
cial welfare but not to give up their farming lives. The 
money spent on renovation and reconstruction of the 
plantation fields when the disaster has hit the villages 
should instead be used for health care and education. 
with a good structure, both for the houses or the 
embankments, it should be possible for the villagers 
to put the money in these areas instead of every year 
paying money for renovation. 

The concept of the proposal is to improve the people’s 
welfare their daily life and their living conditions. The 
destruction from the floods can sometimes cause 
death or diseases because of bad living conditions, 
poor house construction and bad sewer systems. By 
improving the standards the death rate can be reduced 
and the costs of destruction of houses and plantation 
fields or for renovation of drainage can be cut down, in 
order to save money and invest in other areas such as 
education or health care. The start can be to use the 
Enabling Strategies on a local level together with the 
villagers and their local knowledge. Floods in January in Bojonegoro city 

Photo made by SMa Katolik Senoir high School in Bojonegoro

EMBanKMEnTS
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